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Multi-Diag Access J2534 is a new diagnostic tool
released by Actia, Multi-Diag Access will supply

comprehensive solution in diagnostics: support 19
brands car models with 190 new system, can make

the diagnosis for different menus, like
Maintenance,Air Conditioning, Pollution control,

Liaison to the ground, Body, Post-Equipment, Post-
Equipment, Motor and Expert Mode. Actia Multi-

Diag VCI: 1. J2534 VCI also can do ECU
reprogramming. 2. Operating System: Win XP and
Win 7 32Bit 3. VCI Number: A070026 4. Supported

Language: English, Spanish, German, French,
Italian, Portuguese, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech,

Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Hebrew, Hungarian, Polish,
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovenian, Swedish,
Turkish The following serial number was verified:

A070026 The following is the default manufacturer,
model and serial number of your vehicle:

Manufacturer: Actia Model: J2534 VCI: A070026
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Actia Multi-Diag VCI: 1. J2534 VCI also can do ECU
reprogramming. 2. Operating System: Win XP and
Win 7 32Bit 3. VCI Number: 076957 4. Supported

Language: English, Spanish, German, French,
Italian, Portuguese, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech,

Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Hebrew, Hungarian, Polish,
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovenian, Swedish,

Turkish The 1st generation Actia is quite limited on
newer Euro5+ cars, used on a variety of cars. But
for example it was the only one that could adapt
pilot injection on a peuget boxer 2.2hdi among

genuine delphi,kts,launch; on a BMW F30 328i it
had all the functions and parameters as other

testers I own. The second generation though it is
something else. It connects much faster and you

feel safe working with it.

Actia Multidiag Torrentl

In the Multi-Diag Office, we have 4 Configuration
pages, they are, OBD2 Configuration (Startable,
Stopable), Diagnostics, and Controls. The Actia

Multi-Diag VCI can be used in these 4 configuration
pages depending on the data sent to it. The key

can normally get any car, and in this case I bought
it for the sport car it is my PEUGEOT 208 GTi

cabriolettes code reader with all it's functions, most
of the time it is hooked up to the PC in the
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professional mode, often it has the other driver
having the last word, then comes the Multi-Diag-
Office plugging in the key reader and forcing 4.3v
along with the H/W-Idle and Fuel-Idle. Actia VCI is

recharging the H/W and Fuel if not doing so for too
long Download Actia VCI downloaded from the actia

VCI.download link in our site under the category
actia VCI. This is the vci driver software you must
manually install with the vci sub-id that your from
the factory. By the way, I used to have the same
problem that you have, I downloaded Actia VCI,

Windows version, I have actia multidiag, 2.0, 2.1,
and 3.0 versions. The reason Actia provides this

software is to ensure compatibility with the Actia’s
“Pass Through OBD2” device (also called access

J2534 (J2534) or just “access J2534”). The device is
generally used as part of an automobile’s “PFT” (or

“PW”) diagnostic monitoring system. The device
communicates with the vehicle’s computer control

module (CCM). The device is responsible for
providing a linkage between the vehicle’s

diagnostic system (e.g., a VIN reading) and the
control module by transmitting (or “passing
through”) parameter requests. 5ec8ef588b
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